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Abstract

Credit risk management is one major practice001
for financial institutions, that helps them mea-002
sure and understand the inherent risk within003
their portfolios. Historically, they relied on the004
assessment of default probabilities (via struc-005
tural or default intensity models) and used006
the press as one tool to gather insights on007
the latest credit event developments of an en-008
tity. However, because the current news vol-009
ume and coverage for companies is generally010
heavy, analyzing news manually by financial011
experts is considered a highly laborious task.012
To this end, we propose a novel deep learning-013
powered approach to automate news analysis014
and credit adverse events detection, with the015
aim of scoring the credit sentiment associated016
with a company in order to assist credit risk017
management efficiently. The result is a com-018
plete system leveraging news extraction and019
data enrichment (with targeted sentiment en-020
tity recognition to detect companies and text021
classification to identify credit events), as well022
as a custom scoring mechanism designed to023
provide the company’s credit sentiment, called024
Credit Sentiment Score™ (CSS). Additionally,025
studies are shown to illustrate how CSS helps026
to gain knowledge about the company’s credit027
profile but also discriminates between default-028
ers and non-defaulters.029

1 Introduction030

One of the biggest challenges for financial institu-031

tions today is to assess, manage and mitigate the032

credit risk inherent in loan and investment portfo-033

lios. Other than just for meeting regulatory require-034

ments (established after the 2008 financial crisis),035

properly assessing and managing credit risk can036

also reduce the severity of losses.037

Motivation. Historically, financial institutions038

have been tackling this problem internally or using039

third party frameworks with techniques based on040

two different approaches (Chatterjee, 2015). The041

first approach is structural models, based on (Black042

and Scholes, 1973) and (Merton, 1974), which use 043

the company’s assets and liabilities to derive its 044

probability of default. Structural models provide 045

an intuitive and economic explanation of the de- 046

fault, however, they require full information of the 047

company’s balance sheet and assume that the as- 048

sets value is observed, while in fact, it is not. The 049

second approach is default intensity models (also 050

called reduced form models, developed by (Jar- 051

row and Turnbull, 1995) and (Grundke and Riedel, 052

2004)) which measure the default event as a sta- 053

tistical process, a random event following Poisson 054

law, without considering the company’s assets or 055

liabilities. While such a method requires less de- 056

tailed knowledge about the company’s assets and 057

liabilities compared to structural models, no eco- 058

nomical meaning is attached to the default, which 059

makes such modelling lack explain-ability in the 060

real world. These historic methods focus primarily 061

on assessing the probability of default, which is 062

useful in credit risk management. However, they 063

are not designed to gain insights about a company’s 064

credit overall situation or identify the negative and 065

credit adverse events the company has experienced 066

or is likely to experience. This task falls under the 067

responsibility of financial experts who may rely on 068

news to identify such events, but this activity is 069

considered as a highly tedious and time-consuming 070

task. Indeed, companies are increasingly covered 071

in the press and journalists not only report facts, but 072

go beyond in their analysis by making predictions, 073

releasing warnings as well as establishing connec- 074

tions between companies. Indeed, news stories help 075

into shaping an instant image of the company’s cur- 076

rent situation, which makes them a valuable source 077

in understanding the company’s credit profile. 078

Challenges. Most of the available news data is 079

un-annotated and un-exploitable at its initial state, 080

which requires a significant entry effort for ma- 081

chine learning experiments. And even if the re- 082

cent developments of Natural Language Processing 083
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(NLP) techniques and computational power (Torfi084

et al., 2021) enhance machines’ ability to extract085

value from the human language, domain-specific086

language modelling is essential to boost perfor-087

mance (Coden et al., 2005). Furthermore, machine088

learning experiments in credit risk management089

were conducted to boost accuracy in the default090

risk measure (’Oskarsd’ottir and Bravo, 2021), to091

show the effect of news sentiment on that same092

metric (Elena, 2020) or to focus on a single event093

prediction - credit downgrade in (Tran-The, 2020).094

But we found none of them tackles news analysis095

automation and deep-learning powered credit event096

detection.097

Figure 1: An screenshot of our Credit Sentiment Score
system.

Our Goals. In order to derive explainable098

knowledge about a company’s credit risk, we pro-099

pose automating news analysis and identifying sig-100

nals of negative and credit adverse events for com-101

panies. This enables us to score the negative credit102

sentiment of companies. Our approach is a com-103

plete deployed application as shown in 1. The104

enrichment pipeline that starts with news collec-105

tion (in English) and outputs a Credit Sentiment106

Score (CSS) for companies, on the basis of the107

severity, recency and volume of negative and credit108

adverse events detected from financial news arti-109

cles. The hallmarks of the custom Natural Lan-110

guage Processing (NLP) based pipeline include -111

automated ingestion & filtering for finance-domain112

news articles, target-specific entity sentiment ex-113

traction that allows high-precision content filtering114

and classification the negative and credit adverse115

events mentioned in news articles are classified in116

5 risk categories.117

Our Contributions. The key contributions of118

this paper are:119

• A novel, deep learning powered approach 120

to analyze and detect credit adverse events 121

from news at sentence and entity levels, bro- 122

ken down into Natural Language Process- 123

ing (NLP) tasks, which are traditionally per- 124

formed by financial experts. 125

• A custom credit scoring methodology for com- 126

panies based on credit adverse events. 127

• Extensive experimentation conducted on real 128

world data on which our modelling approach 129

performs well, including case studies for fi- 130

nancially distressed companies and analysis 131

of the discriminatory power of CSS between 132

defaulters and non-defaulters. 133

2 Related Work 134

2.1 Aspect-Level Sentiment Analysis 135

When people are doing fine-grained sentiment mod- 136

els, they usually tackle the tasks of Aspect-based 137

sentiment analysis (ABSA) and Targeted ABSA 138

(TABSA), where the latter considers the sentiment 139

regarding specific entity. Researchers have added 140

context-dependencies to pretrained self-attention 141

based language models called QACG-BERT (Wu 142

and Ong, 2020) to better improve the performance. 143

A mutual learning framework is also brought up 144

to take advantage of unlabeled data to assist the 145

aspect-level sentiment-controllable review gener- 146

ation, which consists of a generator and a classi- 147

fier which utilize confidence mechanism and re- 148

construction reward to enhance each other (Chen 149

et al., 2021). We have utilized our fine-grained 150

NER model to tackle target entity recognition and 151

sentiment analysis in a multi-task learning setting 152

that combines sentence and entity-level contexts. 153

This model is used in our pipeline to capture the 154

sentiment of target entities more accurately by a 155

network of ELECTRA along with couple of task 156

specific components trained on a dataset with la- 157

bels of entity type and its sentiment for each entity 158

in the sentence. 159

2.2 Deep Learning in Text Sentiment 160

Analysis 161

A RNN model with LSTM units is trained based 162

on Glove Embeddings of 400K words to predict 163

the polarity (i.e., positive or negative sentiment) 164

of the news (Souma et al., 2019). Moreover, an 165

ensemble of CNN, LSTM and GRU and a classi- 166

cal supervised model based on Support Vector Re- 167
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gression (SVR) is constructed which performs im-168

pressively on Microblog (Twitter and StockTwits)169

and news headlines datasets (Akhtar et al., 2017).170

Researchers have found that CNN is an effective171

model for predicting the sentiment of authors in172

the StockTwits dataset among other models of lo-173

gistic regression, doc2vec and LSTM (Sohangir174

et al., 2018). Another paper proposes a new sen-175

timent analysis model-SLCABG, which is based176

on the sentiment lexicon and combines CNN and177

attention-based Bidirectional Gated Recurrent Unit178

(BiGRU) on the book reviews data (Yang et al.,179

2020). This coincides with our risk category model180

that uses Electra base model followed by CNN lay-181

ers to predict the events of financial news sentences,182

also our model focuses on credit related news in-183

stead of stock related news that people have done184

many works on.185

2.3 Machine Learning in Credit Risk186

A study has shown that tree-based models are more187

stable than the models based on multilayer artificial188

neural networks in predicting loan default probabil-189

ity with structural features of financial conditions190

of a company (Addo et al., 2018). In addition, peo-191

ple have provided further evidence that regardless192

of the number of features used, boosted models out-193

perform Linear Models, Decision Trees and Neural194

Networks (Torrent et al., 2020). Further studies195

have stated that deep learning lends itself partic-196

ularly well to analyzing textual data, but the im-197

provement on numerical data is limited compared198

with traditional data mining models (Mai et al.,199

2019). Regarding Micro, Small and Medium Enter-200

prise (mSME) credit risk modelling, deep learning201

models including the BERT model appear to be ro-202

bust to the quality of the text and therefore suitable203

for partly automating the mSME lending process204

because of its power to predict default based on205

textual assessments provided by a lender (Steven-206

son et al., 2021). In this study (Tran-The, 2020)207

a more NLP focused approach is taken, using a208

combination topic modeling and sentiment lexi-209

cons (Tran-The, 2020).210

3 Our Approach211

In this section we discuss different components212

of our scalable NLP pipeline that can ingest and213

infer from a news data source (Acquire Media214

NewsEdge 1) that has over 170M articles, with215

1https://newsedge.com/

an of average of 500K news articles daily vol- 216

ume. To efficiently process large volumes of 217

data, we have designed a data funnel process. At 218

the head of the funnel, we have credit relevance 219

model, this is a very fast(inference time) model 220

which can process large number of documents very 221

quickly. The idea here is to discard irrelevant 222

documents viz. sports/technology related articles. 223

This model filters out 70% of the incoming docu- 224

ments. Next in the funnel is Target Entity Senti- 225

ment(TES) model, this model tags all the entities 226

in a document with Positive, Negative and Neutral 227

tags per sentence. Following the TES model, we 228

pass the documents through the Risk Categories 229

Model(sentences which have been tagged by TES 230

model). The annotated document is then saved in 231

a Elastic Search DB for faster access and retrieval. 232

The scoring function then works on the annotated 233

articles with a user-specified date range. 234

3.1 News Enrichment Pipeline 235

In the pipeline, news articles are enriched with the 236

output of the three following models. 237

Credit Relevance. Retaining only financially 238

related news articles helps to remove irrelevant 239

articles and reduce the input volume. For this pur- 240

pose, we used a binary classification model, called 241

Credit Relevance Model. The raw text is tokenized 242

into tokens using TF-IDF vectorization (Aizawa, 243

2003), then fed to a linear Support Vector Machine 244

(SVM) model, trained with stochastic gradient de- 245

scent (SGD) out-of-core learning (Benczúr et al., 246

2018) using Scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011).

Label Train set Test set

Relevant 13,323,062 3,291,751
Not Relevant 10,442,654 2,647,689
Total 23,765,716 5,939,440

Table 1: Distribution of annotated data set for Credit
Relevance model.

247
Relevant news for Credit Relevance Model is 248

by definition a financially related text that poten- 249

tially holds information and knowledge about a 250

company. To build data sets for training and test- 251

ing the model, we relied on in-domain (such as 252

Merger/Acquisition, Sales and promotions...) and 253

out-of domain (Art, Sports ...) topics derived from 254

news classification in Reuters2. Those domains 255
2https://liaison.reuters.com/tools/

topic-codes
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were then mapped to (1) Relevant and (2) Not-256

Relevant. Table 1 gives the label counts in both the257

train and test sets.258

Target Entity Sentiment Model. The raw doc-259

uments are tokenized into sentences using syntok 3260

and then each sentence is tokenized using a pre-261

trained WordPiece tokenizer (Schuster and Naka-262

jima, 2012). Case information is also added to all263

the tokens as shown in Table 2264

Case Label Description

AU All letters in the token are upper-case
AL All letters in the token are lower-case
IU Only the initial letter of the token is upper-case
NU All characters are digits(0-9)
MN Most of the characters are digits
SN Token has a digit

Table 2: Token case tags.

Finally, each sentence is represented as265

{t1, t2, . . .} and the corresponding case tags266

{tc1, tc2, . . .}. The model architecture is shown267

in Figure 2. Given the tokens of a sentence268

{t1, t2, . . .}, we feed it to pre-trained Electra Base269

model (Clark et al., 2020) to obtain contextual Elec-270

tra embeddings for each token {e1, e2, . . .}. The271

contextualized embeddings are concantened with272

case embeddings {ec1, ec2, . . .} and fed to a linear273

layer to obtain the labels {ŷ1, ŷ2, . . .}. To compute274

the loss, we used masked cross-entropy:275

L =
1

n

n∑
i

l(ŷi, yi) (1)276

where:277

l(·, ·) = the cross-entropy function.278

We also added dropout layer for regulariza-279

tion. The network was optimized using AdamW280

(Loshchilov and Hutter, 2017) optimizer.281

Our team of machine learning scientists and fi-282

nancial experts works closely together to examine283

and finalize entity type and sentiment category. To284

collect sentiment labels, financial analysts were in-285

structed to (1) select the entity specific sentiment286

(2) indicate their level of confidence. Each sentence287

was shown to 5 analysts and those with majority288

consensus were selected. Sentences with no clear289

majority were removed from the final dataset. This290

resulted in 9,859 out of a total 10,516 sentences.291

3https://github.com/fnl/syntok

Figure 2: Targeted Sentiment Model architecture.

Our dataset has 4+1 named entity categories as de- 292

scribed in Table 3. We did a 80:20 split for training 293

and evaluating the model. 294

Named Entity Count NEU POS NEG

PER 3585 67.92% 7.62% 24.46%
ORG 9020 63.47% 15.42% 21.11%
LOC 3824 92.89% 3.53% 3.58%
MONEY 2138 100% 0.00% 0.00%
MISC. 3020 92.29% 4.17% 3.54%

Table 3: Distribution of annotated data set for Target
Entity Sentiment model.

Risk Categories Model. In the same way as 295

Target Entity Sentiment Model, sentences are to- 296

kenized. They are then fed to a multi-label clas- 297

sification model, which consists of a pre-trained 298

Electra base model, followed by convolutional lay- 299

ers (Kim, 2014) and a Linear Layer. We also used 300

dropout to reduce overfitting and a sigmoid layer 301

to generate the final prediction output. Apart from 302

giving more granularity of the output and being 303

at sentence level, this model benefits from a main- 304

tainable architecture, to add more labels (risk cate- 305

gories) for instance as well as re-training on other 306

multi-classification tasks. 307

To build the Risk Categories Model, a team of 308

4 annotators (financial domain experts) were en- 309

gaged in data labeling and cross-review activities 310

for more than 60 hours. 7000 sentences were col- 311

lected and labeled according to explicit and clear 312

label definitions, to form the train and test sets (us- 313

ing stratified sampling). The distribution of labels 314

in the train and test sets are listed in the below table 315

4. Figure 3 shows examples of sentences as anno- 316

4
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Risk Category Train set Test set

Profit Warning 688 329
Bankruptcy/ Insolvency 853 372
Compliance Issue 326 161
Default / Missed Payments 596 309
Credit Rating Downgrade 426 204
Other Risk 1347 544
Not Relevant 596 227
Total 4832 2146

Table 4: Distribution of annotated data set for Risk Cat-
egories model.

tated by Credit Relevance, Target Entity Sentiment317

and Risk Categories models.318

The baseline The baseline consists of three319

event relevance (binary classification) models:320

Bankruptcy, Default and Bad News. Each model321

outputs a score which is the prediction confidence322

about the underlying event from 0 to 100 for the in-323

put paragraph. The Bankruptcy and Default models324

are LSTM models (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber,325

1997) while Bad News model is a LSTM model326

with attention mechanisms (Bahdanau et al., 2014).327

During the inference stage, each article is split into328

paragraphs which are fed to the three event rele-329

vance models. The paragraph score is the maxi-330

mum score of the three relevance models and the331

article score is the maximum score of all the para-332

graphs scores within the article. Since Bankruptcy333

events are the most severe events while Bad News334

are the least severe ones, we have applied weight-335

ings on the article scores of the three events with336

100%, 75% and 50%, respectively. At the com-337

pany level, related articles are scored and are ag-338

gregated using a Bayesian Average to generate the339

company’s daily sentiment score, as given by 2.340

(C ∗mt +
n∑

i=1

articleTi )/(C + n) (2)341

where:342

C = average number of articles per day
in the last 10 days

mt = historical daily score mean in last
10 days

n = number of articles in day t
articleTi = i-th article score on day t

343

Credit Risk Scoring Model Each company is344

scored daily using credit adverse news articles for345

the company, as tagged by Risk Categories Model.346

Step 1: For each date, calculate the category 347

weights wdate
cat over a fixed window of days. This 348

is done by counting the number of articles in each 349

category and using an exponential decay so more 350

recent counts have more weights. i.e.: 351

wdate
cat =

date∑
i=from

counticat ∗ e(date−i)/k (3) 352

where: 353

from = start date of the fixed window used
for the calculations

counticat = count of all articles found for a
given category (cat) on day (i)

k = decay constant

354

Step 2: For each date, calculate the category 355

scores scoredatecat . This is done by transforming the 356

weights using a sigmoid function. This has the 357

effect of capping the weight and also ensuring that 358

only one or two article mentions will have limited 359

impact. We then multiply by a fixed score for that 360

category, i.e.: 361

scoredatecat = fixedcat/(1 + e−m∗(wdate
cat −c)) (4) 362

where: 363

m = steepness of sigmoid function
c = number of articles needed to reach

the midpoint of sigmoid function
fixedcat = fixed score for a given risk category

364

The more severe the credit event is, the higher 365

the fixed score is, as shown in Table 5. 366

Risk Category Fixed Score

Profit Warning 20
Bankruptcy/ Insolvency 100

Compliance Issue 20
Default / Missed Payments 75
Credit Rating Downgrade 30

Other Risk 0
Not Relevant 0

Table 5: Weighing scheme for the risk categories.

Step 3: The Credit Sentiment Score at date t is 367

the maximum category scores: 368

CSSdate = max(scoredatecat ) (5) 369

As opposed to baseline, our CSS approach has 370

an exponential decay which recognizes that news 371

have a lasting value and impact during a certain 372

period. It is reactive to the latest news as it weights 373

recent news higher than older news. 374
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Figure 3: Annotated sentences by Credit Relevance, Target Entity Sentiment and Risk Categories models.

4 Evaluation375

This section regroups the models evaluation as376

well as examples of case studies conducted on real-377

world data.378

Models Evaluation. Table 6 shows the classifi-379

cation report for the Credit Relevance Model on the380

test set (an overall F1-Score of 87%) As reported in

Precision Recall F1 Support

Not Relevant 86% 86% 86% 2647689
Relevant 89% 89% 89% 3291751

Table 6: Credit Relevance results.
381

Table 7, the overall F1-Score of Target Sentiment382

Model on the test set is 77%. And we have decent383

prediction power regarding the extraction and sen-384

timent for ORG(Organization), the most relevant385

entity for our purpose. As reported in Table 8, the386

overall F1-Score of Risk Categories Model on the387

test set is 83%. We also notice better results for the388

credit events that contribute with higher weights in389

the Credit Risk Scoring Model (as shown table 5) :390

Bankruptcy/ Insolvency, Credit Rating Downgrade391

and Profit Warning. As for Default / Missed Pay-392

ments risk, its performance is close to the average393

performance. A validation study was performed to394

confirm that the Credit Risk Scoring Model picks395

up credit adverse events. For more than 6000 com-396

panies in total, over 40,000 negative articles were397

collected during a one-year period between 2016398

-2018. Of these companies, 1192 experienced a399

severe credit event (bankruptcy, default, distressed400

exchange offer, etc.) and the remaining became401

our control group. We refer to the former as de-402

Entity Type Precision Recall F1-Score Support

Money 94% 96% 95% 502
Neg Loc 57% 32% 41% 25
Neg Misc 36% 30% 33% 30
Neg Org 66% 70% 68% 514
Neg Per 72% 67% 69% 220
Neu Loc 85% 89% 87% 890
Neu Misc 71% 76% 73% 676
Neu Org 74% 79% 77% 1612
Neu Per 78% 80% 79% 518
Pos Loc 46% 24% 32% 25
Pos Misc 44% 44% 44% 27
Pos Org 66% 69% 67% 298
Pos Per 54% 70% 61% 54

Micro Avg 76% 79% 77% 5391
Macro Avg 65% 64% 64% 5391

Table 7: Targeted Sentiment results.

faulters, and the latter as non-defaulters.We further 403

filtered companies based on their news worthiness 404

to keep the ones with at least an article per month 405

on average.

Labels Precision Recall F1-Score Support

Bankruptcy / Insolvency 93% 94% 94% 372
Compliance Issue 81% 60% 69% 161
Credit Rating Downgrade 95% 95% 95% 204
Default / Missed Payment 79% 83% 81% 309
Not Relevant 79% 68% 73% 227
Other Risk 75% 76% 75% 544
Profit Warning 86% 89% 87% 329

Micro Avg 83% 82% 83% 2146
Macro Avg 84% 81% 82% 2146

Table 8: Risk Categories results.

406

Figure 4 shows the daily average CSS of the com- 407

panies before and after the credit event (represented 408
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Figure 4: CSS Comparison between defaulters and non-
defaulters

as the "0" date in X-axis). For comparison, the409

average score for the control group is shown.The410

average CSS moves away from the long-term aver-411

age as it moves towards the credit event. At around412

three months before the credit event and until five413

months afterwards, the score is around two times414

the non-defaulters average.415

Figure 5: CSS and Baseline - INTERSERVE PLC.

Additionally, in order to validate the discrimi-416

natory power of CSS to identify the default and417

non-defaulting companies, we ran the following418

statistical tests. With Kolmogorov–Smirnov test419

(Jr., 1951), we observed that the Credit Sentiment420

Scores of the two groups (defaulters and non-421

defaulters) were statistically different, with a confi-422

dence level of 95%. And a Mann–Whitney U test423

(Nachar, 2008) proved that the probability of a de-424

faulter’s score being greater that a non-defaulter’s425

score (both selected randomly from the two groups)426

is statistically higher than 50%, with a confidence427

level of 95%.428

Figure 6: CSS and Baseline - DEBENHAMS PLC.

Figure 7: CSS and Baseline - SENVION SA.

Case Studies This section regroups examples 429

of case studies to illustrate CSS compared to the 430

baseline for defaulters and non-defaulters. 431

In Figure 5, CSS for Interserve PLC reacted 432

to an early credit adverse signal (driven by Profit 433

Warning and Default / Missed payment) stronger 434

compared to the baseline, a year before the com- 435

pany was set for administration. Later, a strong 436

Bankruptcy / Insolvency signal was picked up by 437

the news as the company went into more severe 438

credit events (seeking a rescue deal), before it was 439

set into administration. Figure 6 shows the case of 440

Debenhams PLC, for which a Bankruptcy / Insol- 441

vency signal was picked up, a year before the the 442

company declared bankruptcy. The same is true 443

in figure 7 for Senvion SA, which shows a strong 444

Bankruptcy / Insolvency signal 6 months before 445

the event itself. 446

In the other hand, Figure 8 shows a consistently 447

low CSS (as expected for the company as it is a 448

non-defaulter company), compared to the baseline. 449

This is due to the baseline system noise, as the arti- 450

cles often mention Air Lease’s partners going into 451

liquidation and insolvency issues. This also shows 452

that mis-classifications on the paragraph level are 453

way noisier than the sentence level. Indeed, a para- 454
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Figure 8: CSS and Baseline - AIR LEASE.

graph may have multiple sentences which refer to455

different companies with different sentiments in456

different contexts.457

5 Conclusion458

In this paper, we have designed and implemented459

a natural language processing pipeline that is ca-460

pable of assisting credit analysts to process large461

amounts of news data, detect and understand the462

negative and credit averse events for companies.463

The pipeline utilizes various machine learning and464

deep learning models for data filtering, named en-465

tity recognition sentiment analysis and text clas-466

sification. The output sentiment score is able to467

distinguish between defaulted and non-defaulted468

companies, as validated by the case studies and the469

modelling evaluation. In future work, we could470

explore the sentiment analysis for positive credit471

events, take other factors such us the industry or472

region into account or focus on entities other than473

companies.474
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